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Figure 2. SFR density as a function of the gas (atomic and molecular) surface
density. Red filled circles and triangles are the BzKs (D10; filled) and z ∼ 0.5
disks (F. Salmi et al. 2010, in preparation), brown crosses are z = 1–2.3 normal
galaxies (Tacconi et al. 2010). The empty squares are SMGs: Bouché et al.
(2007; blue) and Bothwell et al. (2009; light green). Crosses and filled triangles
are (U)LIRGs and spiral galaxies from the sample of K98. The shaded regions
are THINGS spirals from Bigiel et al. (2008). The lower solid line is a fit to
local spirals and z = 1.5 BzK galaxies (Equation (2), slope of 1.42), and the
upper dotted line is the same relation shifted up by 0.9 dex to fit local (U)LIRGs
and SMGs. SFRs are derived from IR luminosities for the case of a Chabrier
(2003) IMF.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

measured at a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Again, we find that
the populations are split in this diagram and are not well fit by a
single sequence. Our fit to the local spirals and the BzK galaxies
is virtually identical to the original K98 relation:

log ΣSFR/[M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2]

= 1.42 × log Σgas/[M⊙ pc−2] − 3.83. (2)

The slope of 1.42 is slightly larger than that of Equation (1),
with an uncertainty of 0.05. The scatter along the relation is
0.33 dex. Local (U)LIRG and SMGs/QSOs are consistent with
a relation having a similar slope and normalization higher by
0.9 dex, and a scatter of 0.39 dex.

Despite their high SFR ! 100 M⊙ yr−1 and ΣSFR ! 1 M⊙
yr−1 kpc−2, BzK galaxies are not starbursts, as their SFR can
be sustained over timescales comparable to those of local spiral
disks. On the other hand, M82 and the nucleus of NGC 253 are
prototypical starbursts, although they only reach an SFR of a
few M⊙ yr−1. Following Figures 1 and 2, and given the ∼1 dex
displacement of the disk and starburst sequences, a starburst
may be quantitatively defined as a galaxy with LIR (or ΣSFR)
exceeding the value derived from Equation (1) (or Equation (2))
by more than 0.5 dex.

The situation changes substantially when introducing the dy-
namical timescale (τdyn) into the picture (Silk 1997; Elmegreen
2002; Krumholz et al. 2009; Kennicutt 1998). In Figure 3,
we compare Σgas/τdyn to ΣSFR. Measurements for spirals and
(U)LIRGs are from K98, where τdyn is defined to be the rota-

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but with the gas surface densities divided by the
dynamical time. The best-fitting relation is given in Equation (3) and has a slope
of 1.14.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

tion timescale at the galaxies’ outer radius (although Krumholz
et al. 2009 use the free-fall time). For the near-IR/optically se-
lected z = 0.5–2.3 galaxies, we evaluate similar quantities at the
half-light radius. Extrapolating the measurements to the outer
radius would not affect our results substantially. Quite strikingly,
the location of normal high-z galaxies is hardly distinguishable
from that of local (U)LIRGs and SMGs. All observations are
well described by the following relation:

log ΣSFR/[M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2]

= 1.14 × log Σgas/τdyn/[M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2] − 0.62, (3)

with a slope error of 0.03 and a scatter of 0.44 dex. The
remarkable difference with respect to Figures 1 and 2 is due
to the fact that the normal high-z disk galaxies have much
longer dynamical timescales (given their large sizes) than local
(U)LIRGs.

We can test if this holds also for integrated quantities by
dividing the gas masses in Figure 1 by the average (outer radius)
dynamical timescale in each population. Spirals and (U)LIRGs
(whose τdyn does not depend on luminosity) have average values
of τdyn = 370 Myr and τdyn = 45 Myr, respectively (K98). This
can be compared to τdyn = 33 Myr for SMGs (Tacconi et al.
2006; Bouché et al. 2007). For the QSOs, we use the SMG value.
Assuming a flat rotation curve for BzKs, we get an average
τdyn = 330 Myr at the outer radius, about three times longer
than at the half-light radius, given that for an exponential profile
90% of the mass is enclosed within ∼3 half-light radii. A similar
value is found for our z = 0.5 disk galaxies and the z = 1–2.3
objects from Tacconi et al. (2010). Despite this simple approach,
Figure 4 shows a remarkably tight trend:

log SFR/[M⊙ yr−1] = 1.42×log(MH2/τdyn)/[M⊙ yr−1]−0.86,
(4)

with an error in slope of 0.05 and a scatter of 0.25 dex. Figure 4
suggests that roughly 10%–50% of the gas is consumed during
each outer disk rotation for local spirals, and some 30%–100%

Daddi et al. 2010Kennicutt 1989
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Figure 7 Correlation between disk-averaged SFR per unit area and average gas surface density,
for 36 IR-selected circumnuclear starbursts. See Figure 5 for a similar comparison for normal spiral
disks. The dashed and dotted lines show lines of constant star formation conversion efficiency, with
the same notation as in Figure 5. The error bars indicate the typical uncertainties for a given galaxy,
including systematic errors.

for spiral disks in Figure 5, except that in this case the SFRs are derived from
FIR luminosities (Equation 4), and only molecular gas densities are plotted. HI
observations show that the atomic gas fractions in these regions are on the order
of only a few percent and can be safely neglected (Sanders & Mirabel 1996).
The SFRs and densities have been averaged over the radius of the circumnu-
clear disk, as measured from high-resolution CO or IR maps, as described by
Kennicutt (1998).
Figure 7 shows that the surface densities of gas and star formation in the

nuclear starbursts are 1–4 orders ofmagnitude higher than in spiral disks overall.
Densities of this order can be found in large molecular cloud complexes within
spiral disks, of course, but the physical conditions in many of the nuclear
starbursts are extraordinary even by those standards. For example, the typical
mean densities of the largestmolecular cloud complexes inM31,M33, andM51
are in the range of 40–500 M
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30 years ago… But, now…

Clear relation 
(^_^)!!

Large scatter 
(>_<)!!

Gas density is not the only factor for star formation.  
We have to consider the local process.



Giant molecular clouds = stellar nurseries

HST

Their properties and evolution are the controlling factor 
that determines the production of the cloud core and galaxies’ star formation.

giant molecular cloud (GMC)

cloud core



Scale difference makes things difficult.

~ 20 kpc

~ 20 pc

0.1pc

It has been hard to investigate the GMC formation and evolution 
taking the global gas dynamics into account.

~ 1 kpc
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Figure 4. Evolution of the galactic disk. Images are 20 kpc across and show the disk gas mass surface density, Σg (integrated vertically over |z| ! 1 kpc) at
t = 50, 100, 200, and 300 Myr. The formation of rings via the Toomre instability is evident at earlier times. These rings fragment into individual clouds, which then
suffer interactions via galactic differential rotation. The properties of the clouds in this fully fragmented stage (t " 140 Myr) are the focus of this paper.
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Figure 5. Galactic disk azimuthally averaged (60 pc wide annuli) radial profiles and their evolution; from left to right: (a) gas mass surface density, Σg =
! +1 kpc
−1 kpc ρ(z)dz,

(b) one-dimensional gas velocity dispersion, σg , (mass-weighted average over −1 kpc < z < 1 kpc utilizing only disk plane velocity components), (c) gas temperature,
T, (mass-weighted average over −1 kpc < z < 1 kpc), (d) Toomre Q parameter, evaluated using Σg and σg .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

start interacting gravitationally, there is a significant increase
in the velocity dispersion of the gas and some heating. At late
times the Toomre stability parameter rises to values above unity,
because of the strong gravitational scattering of clouds.

Figure 6 shows the probability distribution function (PDF)
for gas density. The top panel shows the volume-weighted PDF,
evaluated over a volume extending radially from 2.5 to 8.5 kpc
and ±1 kpc above and below the disk midplane. The mass-
weighted PDF is shown in the bottom panel. These figures show
the relatively fast evolution from the initial conditions caused
by the early cooling and fragmentation. Evolution after 100 Myr
proceeds more slowly: there is very little change from 200 to
300 Myr.

Figure 6 also shows a fit of a log-normal distribution,
p(ln x)d ln x = (2πσ 2

PDF)−1/2exp(−0.5σ−2
PDF[ln x−ln x]2), where

x = ρ/ρ, to the volume-weighted PDF at the densities rel-
evant to clouds (see also Wada & Norman 2007; Tasker &
Bryan 2008). Since we are only fitting to a portion of the
PDF, here we are only interested in the width of the distribu-
tion, σPDF, not the normalization. We find σPDF = 2.0. Fol-
lowing the empirical relation σ 2

PDF = ln[1 + (3M2/4)] de-
rived from analysis of simulations of isothermal, non-self-
gravitating supersonic turbulence (Padoan et al. 1997; Padoan &
Nordlund 2002; Krumholz & McKee 2005), where M is the
one-dimensional Mach number, we estimate M = 8.5. For
a sound speed of 1.80 km s−1, this corresponds to a veloc-
ity dispersion of 15 km s−1, about 50% larger than the typical
internal velocity dispersions of clouds (Section 4.2) or the disk-
mass-averaged velocity dispersions (Figure 5). This moderate
discrepancy may be due to self-gravity skewing the high-side
of the PDF and/or the effects of shearing streaming motions

in the disk, which are removed from the disk-averaged velocity
dispersions.

The density-temperature phase space of the ISM is shown in
Figure 7. In the top row, the contours are related to the vol-
ume in the simulation at the given densities and temperatures.
After disk fragmentation, most of the volume is at low densi-
ties, nH∼10−5 cm−3, and high temperatures, T ∼106 K. The
temperature floor of the cooling curve at 300 K is evident on
the left-hand side of these diagrams: most of the GMC mate-
rial is at this effective temperature, i.e., has an effective sound
speed of 1.8 km s−1, and these clouds occupy very little volume.
Note that cooler temperatures are possible via adiabatic cooling.
In the bottom row, the contours are related to the mass in the
simulation at the given densities and temperatures. Most mass
is in high density, nH∼1–1000 cm−3, structures, including our
defined “GMCs” with nH ! 100 cm−3.

The typical local Milky Way total diffuse ISM pressure is
about 2.8 × 104 K cm−3 and its thermal components are about
an order of magnitude smaller (Boulares & Cox 1990). These
pressures are shown by straight lines in Figure 7. Our simulated
diffuse ISM is at significantly lower pressures compared to
the observed Milky Way pressures. This is not surprising
since this simulation does not include feedback from star
formation, including FUV heating, stellar winds, ionization, and
supernovae. Nevertheless, much of the volume of the simulated
ISM is in approximate pressure equilibrium. The pressure is set
by energy input from hot gas produced in shocks resulting from
cloud–cloud collisions. GMCs in the simulation are at much
higher pressures than the diffuse ISM, due to their self-gravity
(see below). In fact the thermal pressure of the cloud threshold
density at the minimum cooling temperature is about equal to

High resolution simulations
Milky-Way type disk galaxy simulation

Tasker & Tan 2009, Tasker 2011, Tasker et al. 2015
Spurs and feathering in spiral galaxies 875

Figure 1. Column density plots (g cm−2) when T = 50 K after (a) 0, (b) 60, (c) 160 and (d) 260 Myr. The number of particles is 4 million, and each plot is

20 × 20 kpc2. The same scaling is used on all subsequent column density plots.

Figure 2. Column density plots (g cm−2) when the temperature is (a) 100, (b) 103 and (c) 104 K. The time corresponding for each figure is 220 Myr. Each

plot shows a 5 × 5 kpc2 section of the global simulation. The overall number of particles in these simulations is 1 million.

2006). We interpret the growth of clumpy structure in the spiral arms

in terms of the particles’ change in angular momenta in the shock,

which modifies the velocity phase space distribution of particles in

the disc. The particles enter the shock at non-uniform intervals of

space or time (since the interarm regions are not homogeneous).

As they subsequently gain and/or lose angular momentum in the

spiral arms, the particles tend to group together in velocity space

(Dobbs et al. 2006). Hence, the inhomogeneities of the initial gas

distribution are amplified in the spiral arms and clumps form. We

estimate the spacing of these clumps from the time particles spend

C⃝ 2006 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2006 RAS, MNRAS 367, 873–878
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Spiral galaxy simulation

Dobbs & Bonnell 2006, Dobbs et al. 2014

These works indicate impacts of global gas dynamics 
on the GMCs formation and evolution.



Our simulation

Optical image by ESO

Barred spiral galaxy M83

Gas surface density

GMCs in a barred spiral galaxy

We performed M83 type barred galaxy simulation (Fujimoto et al. 2014a).

We investigated the impact of the galactic structures (bar and spiral arms) 
on GMC formation and evolution.



20kpc

Code
•Enzo : a 3D adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) hydrodynamics code

Box size : (50 kpc)3 Root grid :1283

Radiative cooling

Self-gravity of the gas
(No star formation or feedback)

(e.g. Bryan et al. 2014, ApJS)

NUMERICAL METHODS

1.5pc

�xn = �x0 � 2�n

refinement level : n=8

cloud 
~ 20pc



Galaxy model
NUMERICAL METHODS

Initial gas distribution

Stellar potential

Static dark matter potential

NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1997)

potential model based on 2Mass K-band image 
of the barred galaxy M83 (Hirota et al. 2009)

gas distribution of the barred galaxy M83 
(Lundgren et al. 2004)

A. A. Lundgren et al.: Molecular gas in the galaxy M 83. I. 517

Fig. 9. The MEM-deconvolved velocity-integrated CO(J = 1–0) intensity as contours superposed on an RGB-map produced from images in B,
V , and R. The optical images were obtained by Sören Larsen at the ESO Danish 1.5 m telescope on La Silla, Chile. Three stars have been used
for image alignment. These are located in the lower left corner and in both upper corners and are marked with crosses. The inset shows the
CO(J = 1–0) map in gray-scale.

In the central region the higher angular resolution at the
CO(J = 2–1) frequency reveals additional details. There are
two central nuclear components relatively symmetrically
placed on opposite sides of the IR center. At these locations
the dust lanes, on the leading edges of the bar, attach to the nu-
clear ring seen in J −K by Elmegreen et al. (1998). Their color
difference map (V − I) shows an area of high dust extinction
at the location of the NE component, whereas at the SW com-
ponent there appears to be relatively small amounts of dust.

It appears as if the NE CO component lies above the disk (or
the bulge) and the SW CO component lies below or behind the
same. This was also concluded by Sofue & Wakamatsu (1994)
based on similar data. Along the bar, the CO(J = 2–1) emis-
sion follows the dust lanes on the leading edges. In the disk
the CO emission traces the Hα emission very well, although
there are regions with a clear anti-correlation, i.e., substantial
CO emission but none, or very weak, Hα emission, such as the
peak at about half an arcminute west of the nucleus.



cloud : 
coherent structure contained 
within contours at the 
threshold density of 

1kpc

� � 100cm�3

Cloud definition and tracking
NUMERICAL METHODS

cloud

cloud tracking to analyse a 
lifetime of cloud and merger 
rate



Disc

Spiral

Bar

Three galactic regions
RESULTS

‣ Bar region : box-like 
region at the galactic 
centre

‣ Spiral region : ring region 
within the radii 2.5 < r < 
7.0 kpc. 

‣ Disc region : ring region 
outside the spiral region 



Cloud radius-mass scaling relation
RESULTS

‣ Hard to see the difference between the three galactic regions.

Do GMCs care about the galactic structure? 9

Figure 7. Mass versus radius relation (left) and velocity dispersion versus radius relation (right) for clouds at 240 Myr. Coloured markers denote clouds in
different galactic regions: green × show spiral clouds, blue triangles are disc clouds and red squares are bar clouds. The thin black solid lines show the splitting
points of the distributions in Fig. 6. The black dashed lines in the both panels show the scaling relation for M33, with Mc = 801 Rc

1.89 (left-hand panel) and
σ c = 1.9 Rc

0.45 (right-hand panel) (Rosolowsky et al. 2003), while the black dott–dashed line in the left-hand panels shows scaling relation for the Milky Way,
with Mc = 228 Rc

2.36 (Roman-Duval et al. 2010). The fit to the clouds in our simulation are shown as thick solid black lines with power laws Mc = 260 Rc
2.89

(left) and σ c = 0.3 Rc
1.1 (right).

2010). This steepening may be due to a sensitivity to the physics not
included in this simulation. In particular, the lack of feedback may
allow our larger clouds to become more bound (and thereby have a
higher velocity dispersion) while our smaller clouds may struggle
to resolve the internal motions.

As with the mass–radius scaling relation in the left-hand panel,
the linewidth–radius relation shows two sequences, although the
lower sequence is significantly smaller than the upper trend. In the
upper sequence of the bar clouds, there is a gap at σ c ∼ 16 km s−1

and Rc ∼ 30 pc, corresponding to the bimodal splits in Figs 6(d)
and (b), the same segregation that is seen for the bar clouds in the
mass and radius relations.

The final two plots in Fig. 6 show the virial parameter and the
orientation of the GMCs. The virial parameter in Fig. 6(e) is defined
at

αvir = 5
σ 2

c Rc

GMc
. (13)

and is a measure of the gravitational binding. A value of αvir > 2
indicated that the cloud is gravitationally unbound while αvir < 2
suggests a bound system (Bertoldi & McKee 1992). The clouds in
all three environments show a peak αvir value of ∼1, indicating that
the majority of the clouds are virialized but only marginally bound.
Clouds in the Milky Way are observed to have a slightly lower αvir

value of ≃ 0.46.
There is no obvious bimodal split in any of the cloud populations,

but at values of αvir > 2, the bar region contains a significantly higher
fraction of clouds. This is followed by clouds in the spiral and disc
region, whose distributions drop off smoothly after αvir ∼ 1. While
the bar clouds also peak at this value, the majority of clouds sit to its
right, indicating that most clouds in the bar region are unbound and
take on a wide range of virial parameters. By contrast, the range in
αvir in the disc is much lower, with most of the populations sitting

close to the peak value. This difference in the range of αvir could
indicate a more dynamic environment, where clouds have less time
to settle to a virialized state.

The final plot in Fig. 6, (f), shows the distribution of the angle θ ,
between the cloud angular momentum vector and the galactic rota-
tion axis. The cloud angular momentum is defined as the rotation
with respect of the centre of mass of the cloud, with 0◦ < θ < 90◦

indicating a prograde rotation in the same sense as the galaxy and
90◦ < θ < 180◦ consisting of clouds with retrograde motion. In
agreement with previous simulations (Tasker & Tan 2009), clouds
forming during the initial fragmentation of the disc (t < 10 Myr)
are born prograde, inheriting the galactic disc’s rotational direction,
θ ∼ 0◦. After one pattern rotation period (t < 120 Myr), when the
disc has fully fragmented, the fraction of clouds at different spin
orientations begins to increase. The disc clouds show the slow-
est evolution, with the population of high prograde and retrograde
clouds increasing fastest in the bar, followed by clouds in the spiral
region. By 240 Myr, all three regions have clouds with the full range
of orientations to the galactic rotation axis. The peak rotation angle
actually sits at θ = 90◦, suggesting most clouds rotate perpendicular
to the disc. The fraction of retrograde rotating clouds is largest in the
bar region, with the disc clouds remaining predominantly prograde.

In their isolated Milky Way model, Tasker & Tan (2009) sug-
gest that the cloud’s initial prograde rotation can be lost during
encounters with other clouds, e.g. cloud–cloud collisions or tidal
interactions. The faster shift towards a more retrograde population
is therefore indicative of a more dynamic environment with many
cloud interactions. This ties in with the virial parameter distribution
in Fig. 6(e), which shows clouds in the spiral and bar tend to be less
bound, consistent with a high number of interactions.

Observations of M33 shows a range of cloud rotations, with
47 per cent having a prograde rotation, 32 per cent having a rotation
perpendicular to the disc and 21 per cent with retrograde rotation.
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Three cloud typesRESULTS
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Figure 8. Scaling relations between Type A, Type B and Type C clouds. Top left: (a) mass vs. radius relation at t = 240Myr. Using this
relation, clouds are categorised into three types; Type A, Type B and Type C. Type A clouds have smaller radius than 30 pc and larger
surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Type B clouds have larger radius than 30 pc and larger surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Type C
clouds have smaller surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Top right: (b) velocity dispersion vs. radius relation at t = 240Myr. Bottom left:
(c) virial parameter vs. radius relation at t = 240Myr. Bottom right: (d) theta vs. radius relation at t = 240Myr.

tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-

c⃝ 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17
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Figure 8. Scaling relations between Type A, Type B and Type C clouds. Top left: (a) mass vs. radius relation at t = 240Myr. Using this
relation, clouds are categorised into three types; Type A, Type B and Type C. Type A clouds have smaller radius than 30 pc and larger
surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Type B clouds have larger radius than 30 pc and larger surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Type C
clouds have smaller surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Top right: (b) velocity dispersion vs. radius relation at t = 240Myr. Bottom left:
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tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-
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tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-
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tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-
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tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-
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tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-
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tribution. The merger rate is the number of mergers with the
other smaller clouds per 1 Myr. The number of absorption by
other larger clouds is not counted. Type B clouds have high
merger rate; the distribution extends to 0.4 Myr−1. Type
C clouds have low merger rate; almost all clouds have less
than 0.03 Myr−1. Type A clouds have a moderate merger
rate between Type B and C.

These three clouds have clear differences in their proper-
ties. The properties of Type A are those of the typical GMCs
observed in the Milkey Way and nearby galaxies. Type B
clouds have quite larger mass, radius, velocity dispersion,
lifetime and merger rate than those of Type A clouds. Type
C is a transient clouds, which have quite smaller mass, ra-
dius, lifetime and merger rate and quite higher virial param-
eter than those of Type A clouds.

3.3.3 What Characterise Differences of Clouds Between
Bar, Spiral, and Disc Regions

The percentages of these three clouds are clearly different
between regions as shown in Table 1. In the bar region, the
percentages of Type B and Type C are higher than those of
the other regions: Type B is 13.0 % and Type C is 37.7 %.
The percentage of Type A is lowest in the three regions; 49.4
%. On the other hand, in the disc region, almost all clouds
are Type A: the percentage is 83.3 %. The percentages of
Type B and Type C are quite low: Type B is 5.9 % and
Type C is 10.8 %. In the spiral region, the percentages of
these three clouds are the middle between the bar and the
disc region. For example, the percentage of Type A is higher
than that of the bar region and lower than that of the disc
region.

The pictures of these three types of clouds are in Fig-
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Figure 9. Normalised distribution of lifetime and merger rate of
clouds who exist between t = 200 Myr and 280 Myr. Top: (a)
lifetime of clouds. Note that we calculate the lifetime between
t = 200 ∼ 280 Myr even if the clouds exist before t = 200 Myr
or after 280 Myr. Bottom: (b) merger rate of clouds. The merger
rate is the number of mergers with the other smaller clouds per
1 Myr.

bar spiral disc

Type A 49.4% (38/77) 64.1% (330/515) 83.3% (85/102)

Type B 13.0% (10/77) 12.8% (66/515) 5.9% (6/102)

Type C 37.7% (29/77) 23.1% (119/515) 10.8% (11/102)

Table 1. The percentages of the three clouds in the three regions.
The numbers in the bracket is the number of clouds: the left is
the number of clouds of each type in each region and the right is
the sum of the clouds in each region.

height in Tasker & Tan (2009) is about 50 pc, which is quite
smaller than that of us.

3.3 Three Cloud Types and Galactic Structures

3.3.1 Three Cloud Types Based on Their Radius and
Surface density

To understand physical reason of difference of clouds be-
tween the regions, we classify all clouds into three types as
shown in Figure 8(a) according to the two sequences in the
mass-radius relation in Figure 7(a) and the bimodality in
the mass and radius distributions of the bar clouds in Fig-
ure 6(a)(b). ”Type A” clouds have smaller radius than 30 pc
and larger surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. They have typ-

ical GMC mass (105 ∼ 106 M⊙) and radius (10 ∼ 20 pc).
”Type B” clouds have larger radius than 30 pc and larger
surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Most of them have a quite
large mass (> 5 × 106M⊙), which corresponds to the mass
of the high mass population in the mass distribution of the
bar region in Figure 6(a). ”Type C” clouds have smaller sur-
face density than 230 M⊙/pc2. They have quite small mass
(∼ 104 M⊙) although they have nearly same radius as that
of Type B clouds.

3.3.2 Properties of Type A, B, and C clouds

Although the three types of clouds are classified based on
their radius and surface density, they have clear differences
in their other properties: velocity dispersion, virial parame-
ter, lifetime and merger rate.

Figure 8(b) is the velocity dispersion versus radius re-
lation. Type A clouds have 3 ∼ 10 km/s, which is the typ-
ical velocity dispersion of GMCs in observations. Type B
clouds have larger velocity dispersion than ∼ 15 km/s. On
the other hand, the Type C clouds have lower velocity dis-
persion (2 ∼ 3 km/s) than the other clouds.

Figure 8(c) is the virial parameter αvir versus radius
relation. The Type A clouds have αvir ≈ 1, so they are on the
border line of gravitationally bound and unbound. The Type
B clouds have slightly higher αvir ≈ 2 than Type A clouds
because of their high velocity dispersion as shown in Figure
8(b). The Type C clouds have quite high αvir: the max value
is nearly 60. They are more gravitationally unbound than
others because of their quite low surface density as shown
in Figure 8(a).

Figure 8(d) is the theta versus radius relation. There is
no correlation between theta and radius. There is also no
correlation between theta and the 3 cloud types.

Figure 9(a) shows the cloud lifetime distribution. Note
that all clouds formed between t = 200 Myr and 280 Myr
are countered in this distribution, not only clouds who exist
at t = 240 Myr. Although many clouds of all three types
have shorter lifetime than 10 Myr, the range of this distri-
bution is quite different in the three cloud types. There are
Type A clouds who has 20 ∼ 30 Myr, which is the typi-
cal lifetime of GMCs estimated from observation (Blitz et
al. 2007; Kawamura et al. 2009; Miura et al. 2012), and
the maximum extend to 50 Myr. The Type B clouds have
longer lifetime than other clouds: many of them have life-
time longer than 30 Myr and the range extends to 80 Myr,
which is the maximum lifetime in our analysis. The Type
C clouds have shortest lifetime in the three type: most of
them have shorter lifetime than 10 Myr. Note that we un-
derestimate these lifetimes because we calculate the lifetime
between t = 200 ∼ 280 Myr even if the clouds exist before
t = 200 Myr or after 280 Myr. For example, the cloud who
lives from t = 180 Myr to 240 Myr have only 40 Myr lifetime
in our analysis. We don’t remove clouds who live before t =
200 Myr or after 280 Myr from our analysis because many
Type B clouds have longer lifetime than 80 Myr. If we re-
move the clouds who exist before t = 200 Myr or after 280
Myr from our analysis, only short lifetime clouds who are
minority of Type B clouds remain.

Figure 9(b) shows the merger rate distribution. Note
that all clouds formed between t = 200 Myr and 280 Myr
are countered in this distribution as same as the lifetime dis-
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Figure 9. Normalised distribution of lifetime and merger rate of
clouds who exist between t = 200 Myr and 280 Myr. Top: (a)
lifetime of clouds. Note that we calculate the lifetime between
t = 200 ∼ 280 Myr even if the clouds exist before t = 200 Myr
or after 280 Myr. Bottom: (b) merger rate of clouds. The merger
rate is the number of mergers with the other smaller clouds per
1 Myr.

bar spiral disc

Type A 49.4% (38/77) 64.1% (330/515) 83.3% (85/102)

Type B 13.0% (10/77) 12.8% (66/515) 5.9% (6/102)

Type C 37.7% (29/77) 23.1% (119/515) 10.8% (11/102)

Table 1. The percentages of the three clouds in the three regions.
The numbers in the bracket is the number of clouds: the left is
the number of clouds of each type in each region and the right is
the sum of the clouds in each region.

height in Tasker & Tan (2009) is about 50 pc, which is quite
smaller than that of us.

3.3 Three Cloud Types and Galactic Structures

3.3.1 Three Cloud Types Based on Their Radius and
Surface density

To understand physical reason of difference of clouds be-
tween the regions, we classify all clouds into three types as
shown in Figure 8(a) according to the two sequences in the
mass-radius relation in Figure 7(a) and the bimodality in
the mass and radius distributions of the bar clouds in Fig-
ure 6(a)(b). ”Type A” clouds have smaller radius than 30 pc
and larger surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. They have typ-

ical GMC mass (105 ∼ 106 M⊙) and radius (10 ∼ 20 pc).
”Type B” clouds have larger radius than 30 pc and larger
surface density than 230 M⊙/pc2. Most of them have a quite
large mass (> 5 × 106M⊙), which corresponds to the mass
of the high mass population in the mass distribution of the
bar region in Figure 6(a). ”Type C” clouds have smaller sur-
face density than 230 M⊙/pc2. They have quite small mass
(∼ 104 M⊙) although they have nearly same radius as that
of Type B clouds.

3.3.2 Properties of Type A, B, and C clouds

Although the three types of clouds are classified based on
their radius and surface density, they have clear differences
in their other properties: velocity dispersion, virial parame-
ter, lifetime and merger rate.

Figure 8(b) is the velocity dispersion versus radius re-
lation. Type A clouds have 3 ∼ 10 km/s, which is the typ-
ical velocity dispersion of GMCs in observations. Type B
clouds have larger velocity dispersion than ∼ 15 km/s. On
the other hand, the Type C clouds have lower velocity dis-
persion (2 ∼ 3 km/s) than the other clouds.

Figure 8(c) is the virial parameter αvir versus radius
relation. The Type A clouds have αvir ≈ 1, so they are on the
border line of gravitationally bound and unbound. The Type
B clouds have slightly higher αvir ≈ 2 than Type A clouds
because of their high velocity dispersion as shown in Figure
8(b). The Type C clouds have quite high αvir: the max value
is nearly 60. They are more gravitationally unbound than
others because of their quite low surface density as shown
in Figure 8(a).

Figure 8(d) is the theta versus radius relation. There is
no correlation between theta and radius. There is also no
correlation between theta and the 3 cloud types.

Figure 9(a) shows the cloud lifetime distribution. Note
that all clouds formed between t = 200 Myr and 280 Myr
are countered in this distribution, not only clouds who exist
at t = 240 Myr. Although many clouds of all three types
have shorter lifetime than 10 Myr, the range of this distri-
bution is quite different in the three cloud types. There are
Type A clouds who has 20 ∼ 30 Myr, which is the typi-
cal lifetime of GMCs estimated from observation (Blitz et
al. 2007; Kawamura et al. 2009; Miura et al. 2012), and
the maximum extend to 50 Myr. The Type B clouds have
longer lifetime than other clouds: many of them have life-
time longer than 30 Myr and the range extends to 80 Myr,
which is the maximum lifetime in our analysis. The Type
C clouds have shortest lifetime in the three type: most of
them have shorter lifetime than 10 Myr. Note that we un-
derestimate these lifetimes because we calculate the lifetime
between t = 200 ∼ 280 Myr even if the clouds exist before
t = 200 Myr or after 280 Myr. For example, the cloud who
lives from t = 180 Myr to 240 Myr have only 40 Myr lifetime
in our analysis. We don’t remove clouds who live before t =
200 Myr or after 280 Myr from our analysis because many
Type B clouds have longer lifetime than 80 Myr. If we re-
move the clouds who exist before t = 200 Myr or after 280
Myr from our analysis, only short lifetime clouds who are
minority of Type B clouds remain.

Figure 9(b) shows the merger rate distribution. Note
that all clouds formed between t = 200 Myr and 280 Myr
are countered in this distribution as same as the lifetime dis-
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‣ Monster : 
long lifetime (> 40 Myr)  
high merger rate (t_merger < 10 Myr)

‣ Transient : 
short lifetime (< 10 Myr)  
low merger rate (t_merger > 100 Myr)

‣ Normal : middle properties between Monster and Transient.



Percentage of each cloud type 
in each galactic region

RESULTS

• In all regions, the most numerous cloud type is normal.

• In the bar region, percentages of monster and transient are highest.

• In contrast, in the disc region, these percentages are lowest.

Bar Spiral Disc

Normal 50% 64% 83%

Monster 13% 13% 6%

Transient 38% 23% 11%
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Figure 10. 2 kpc gas surface density images of regions in the bar 1.5 kpc from the galactic centre (left) and disc, 8 kpc from the galactic centre. The position
of these two sections is shown on Fig. 5. Markers show the location of the three different cloud types. Green diamonds label type A clouds, blue circles mark
type B and red triangles are type C.

formation model is the simplest product of this assumption, with
the star formation rate depending only on the cloud mass and its
free-fall time,

SFRc = ϵ
Mc

tff,c
= ϵ

Mc!
3π

32Gρc

, (14)

where ϵ = 0.014, the SFE per free-fall time Krumholz & McKee
(2005), and ρcloud is the mean density of the cloud.

The top panel in Fig. 11 shows the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation
(equation 1) using this model. Each point on the graph marks the
value for a cylindrical region with radius 500 pc in the galactic
plane. This region size was chosen to be comparable to the observa-
tional data in nearby galaxies, which finds a near linear relationship
between the gas surface density, #gas, and the surface star formation
density, #SFR, for densities higher than 10 M⊙ pc−2 (Bigiel et al.
2008). Since multiple GMCs exist within these regions, the star
formation rate is calculated as the sum for each cloud within the
cylinder.

In agreement with observations, the gas and star formation rate
surface densities follow a nearly linear trend in all three galactic
environments. There is a small deviation towards a steeper gradient
at densities below ∼10 M⊙ pc−2 and also an increased scatter due
to the smaller number of clouds found within our measured region.
Note that this change has a different origin to the observational
results, where the break at the same threshold is due to the transition
between atomic and molecular hydrogen. In our simulations, only
atomic gas is followed, so we do not expect to observe such a split.

It is more likely that clouds in low-density regions are less centrally
concentrated, due to fewer interactions resulting in tidal stripping.

The overall star formation rate is approximately a factor of 10
higher than that observed. Such elevation in simulations is usually
put down to the absence of localized feedback, which would be
expected to dissipate the densest parts of the cloud and thereby
reducing the star formation rate regardless of whether the cloud
itself was also destroyed (Tasker 2011). In our case, we also lack an
actual star formation recipe, meaning that our densest gas is allowed
to accumulate inside the cloud without being removed to create a
star particle. This adds to the cloud mass and raises the expected
star formation rate.

While there is an overall agreement in the gradient, the difference
in the star formation rate in the bar, spiral and disc is also apparent.
The bar region contains the highest density of clouds, as well as
a larger fraction of the massive type B clouds. This produces the
upper end of the gas and star formation rate surface densities. The
sparser, smaller clouds of the disc region result in correspondingly
lower values and the spiral region sits in between.

3.4.2 GMC turbulence star formation model

We can compare the results of the straightforward free-fall collapse
with a star formation model that also considers the importance
of turbulent motions within the GMCs. Proposed by Krumholz &
McKee (2005), this power-law model assumes that the clouds are
supersonically turbulent, producing a log-normal density distribu-
tion. By demanding that gas collapses when the gravitational energy
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RESULTS Visual inspection
bar region disc region

• In the bar region, massive monster clouds are the most obvious, forming 
GMAs that drag in surrounding gas.  
In the dense tidal filamentary structures, transient clouds are formed.

• In the disc region, the clouds are more widely spaced and lack filament 
structures around them. The vast majority of the clouds are normal clouds.

Normal
Monster
Transient
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Summary

๏ Bar region

- Highest fraction of monster and transient clouds 
due to the high cloud density from the elliptical 
motion boosting the interaction rate between 
clouds.

Disc

Spiral

Bar

๏ Disc region

๏ Spiral region

- A large population of normal clouds  
due to the lack of the grand design potential to gather gas.

- The next high fraction of monster and transient clouds 
due to the spiral potential encouraging interactions.

‣ The typical value of the cloud properties is 
independent of galactic environment.

‣ The percentages of the three cloud types are 
different between the three regions.

Bar Spiral Disc

Normal 50% 64% 83%

Monster 13% 13% 6%

Transient 38% 23% 11%

see also Fujimoto et al. (2014a)



Cloud-cloud interactions is quite different between galactic environment. 

That gives different cloud populations in each galactic regions.

Important message



Stellar feedback to the ISM

stars

molecular cloud

~10pc

dense core 

~0.1pc

Stellar death  
Energy feedback to ISM

diffuse gas



Method of SF and FB

10^51 ergs energy input per 1 SN.

Star formation

Supernova feedback

Star particle is formed 
in the denser cell than 10^4 atoms/cc.

> 10^4 atoms/cc

add SN energy to 
surrounding cells



SN feedbackNo SF or FB

High inter-cloud density due to gas dispersion by SN.

ISM dispersion caused by SN

Fujimoto+ 2015 (in prep)
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Figure 2. The gas distribution of the galactic disc of the three runs: the left is NoSF, the middle is SFOnly, and the right is SNeHeat.
Images show the gas surface density of the face-on disc at t = 200 Myr. Each image is 20 kpc across. The galactic disc rotates anticlockwise.

in LMC (Padoan et al. 2001), 200 pc in NGC 891 (Scoville
et al. 1993).

Fig. 5 is the ISM mass distribution in temperature ver-
sus density. NoSF and SFOnly show almost same distri-
bution; high mass fraction of gas in low temperature and
high density phase. The cut-off temperature at 300 K is a
lower limit of cooling function we use. We also see rough
pressure equilibrium line in warm ISM a warm ISM distri-
bution, which has higher temperature than 103 K and lower
density than 100 cm−3 in both runs. Moreover, we see a
spread of low temperature and low density ISM (T < 300
K). They are an adiabatic expansion of the gas expanding to
outside of the galactic disc. As shown in Fig. 4, cloud-cloud
interactions cause the expansion to a vertical direction of
the galactic disc. That is why the spread of the low temper-
ature low density gas is slight larger in NoSF than that of
SFOnly where the cloud interaction is rare. There is another
difference between NoSF and SFOnly; the maximum density
of SFOnly is lower than that of NoSF. That is because star
formation converts high density gas into star particle, and
the maximum density of gas slightly gets lower in SFOnly
run.

Compared to NoSF and SFOnly, the distribution of
warm ISM in SNeHeat is quite different. Thermal stellar
feedback is injected into the densest star forming regions,
so that we see hotter dense gas than 300 K at densities
> 103 cm−3. However, the main difference is to the gas with
densities outside the clouds (10−3 ∼ 102 cm−3). The warm
ISM distribution is more spread compared with the other
runs, which does not include the stellar feedback. This agrees
with Fig. 2 and 3, where we saw the most difference to the
inter-cloud gas. That is because the thermal energy input
by stellar feedback raises the temperature of the ISM. The
dense gas (> 103 cm−3) is also heated up. Moreover, we see
a spread of low temperature and low density ISM (T < 300
K), and it is larger than that of NoSF and SFOnly. Moreover,
we see a spread of low density ISM (< 10−4 cm−3), which
covers a wide range of temperature. They are an adiabatic
expansion of galactic fountain induced by thermal energy
inputs of stellar feedback as shown in Fig. 4.

The top panels of Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of
radial profiles of the gas surface density. NoSF shows a time
independence of the profile. SFOnly shows a decrease of the
gas surface density with time , especially in the galactic
centre region (r < 3 kpc) because of the gas conversion to
stars. because of the gas conversion into stars. We see the gas
decrease especially in the galactic centre region (r < 3 kpc)
because the star formation time scale is shorter in the region
due to the higher gas density than the outer region. SNeHeat
shows a slight decrease of the gas surface density, but it keeps
high near the state at t = 120 Myr, especially in the galactic
centre region (r < 1.5 kpc). That suggest a gas inflow into
the galactic centre as suggested by Fig. 2, or a low star
formation rate in SNeHeat. That suggests two possibilities.
First is a gas inflow into the galactic centre as suggested
by Fig. 2. We see not only a high gas surface density in
the galactic centre region, but also a large drop in the gas
surface density in the outer region (r > 4 kpc). Second is
a suppressed star formation activity in SNeHeat due to the
stellar feedback.

The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 6 shows the radial
profiles of the circular velocity and the velocity dispersion of
the gas, respectively. NoSF shows no time change of the pro-
files. The high velocity dispersion in the galaxy centre region
(r < 2 kpc) comes from the elongated elliptical motion of
the gas due to the bar potential. Moreover, high rate of the
cloud-cloud interaction also increase the velocity dispersion
in the bar region.

SFOnly also shows a time independence of the profiles
except the circular velocity in the galactic centre (r < 1 kpc)
drops at t = 220 Myr (Why??). SFOnly shows almost no
time dependence of the circular velocity profile and a slight
increase of the velocity dispersion with time because cold
dense gas is converted into stars, leaving the warmer, higher
velocity dispersion gas. On the other hand, SNeHeat shows
a decrease of the circular velocity and an increase of the
velocity dispersion except galaxy centre. These suggest a
transition of the gas motion from circular to radial due to a
driving of turbulence of the ISM by a stellar feedback.

c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Figure 2. The gas distribution of the galactic disc of the three runs: the left is NoSF, the middle is SFOnly, and the right is SNeHeat.
Images show the gas surface density of the face-on disc at t = 200 Myr. Each image is 20 kpc across. The galactic disc rotates anticlockwise.
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bution; high mass fraction of gas in low temperature and
high density phase. The cut-off temperature at 300 K is a
lower limit of cooling function we use. We also see rough
pressure equilibrium line in warm ISM a warm ISM distri-
bution, which has higher temperature than 103 K and lower
density than 100 cm−3 in both runs. Moreover, we see a
spread of low temperature and low density ISM (T < 300
K). They are an adiabatic expansion of the gas expanding to
outside of the galactic disc. As shown in Fig. 4, cloud-cloud
interactions cause the expansion to a vertical direction of
the galactic disc. That is why the spread of the low temper-
ature low density gas is slight larger in NoSF than that of
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difference between NoSF and SFOnly; the maximum density
of SFOnly is lower than that of NoSF. That is because star
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because the star formation time scale is shorter in the region
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the galactic centre as suggested by Fig. 2, or a low star
formation rate in SNeHeat. That suggests two possibilities.
First is a gas inflow into the galactic centre as suggested
by Fig. 2. We see not only a high gas surface density in
the galactic centre region, but also a large drop in the gas
surface density in the outer region (r > 4 kpc). Second is
a suppressed star formation activity in SNeHeat due to the
stellar feedback.
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Figure 3. Zoom up images on the bar-end region of the galactic disc at t = 200 Myr of the three runs; the left column is NoSF, the
middle column is SFOnly, and the right column is SNeHeat. Each image is 5 kpc across. From top to bottom, the colour images show
the gas surface density, the gas density at the middle plane of the disc (z = 0) and the gas temperature at the middle plane of the disc.
x mark at the bottom of the image shows the galactic centre. The galactic disc rotates anticlockwise.

to star formation cause less interaction between the massive
clouds, and then we see less tidal filaments. Comparing gas
density image and temperature image, we see that high den-
sity regions correspond to low temperature regions, and vice
versa. That shows that almost ISM is in a pressure equilib-
rium.

In SNeHeat (right column), the gas distribution is quite
different from those of NoSF and SFOnly. In the gas sur-
face density figure, we see a dispersed gas around clouds,
and the surface densities in the inter-cloud regions are high.
Although star formation reduces the number of massive
clouds and tidal filaments, the stellar feedback disperse gas
of clouds and form new filament structures. Seeing temper-
ature figure, a high volume fraction of gas is in colder phase
than NoSF and SFOnly because the gas density in the inter-
cloud region is high due to the gas dispersion by the stellar
feedback.

Fig. 4 shows the edge-on galactic disc, and Fig. 5 shows

the scale height of the galactic disc. Compared with SFOnly,
NoSF has some small outflows from the galactic disc induced
by cloud-cloud interactions. As shown in Fig. 3, SFOnly has
a few massive cloud, which causes strong cloud interactions,
because of a lack of cloud gas by star formation. That is why
SFOnly has almost no outflow, and the scale height of the
disc is sight smaller than that of NoSF.

In SNeHeat, the vertical gas distribution of the disc
is quite different from NoSF and SFOnly. We see galactic
fountains induced by the thermal stelar feedback, and the
gas density of outside of the disc (|z| > 0.5 pc) is 3 order
of magnitude greater than that of NoSF and SFOnly. In-
terestingly, the scale height of the galactic disc (∼ 400 pc)
is almost same as NoSF and SFOnly. That means that the
thermal stellar feedback does not affect the thickness of the
galactic disc.

Fig. 6 is the ISM mass distribution in temperature ver-
sus density. NoSF and SFOnly show almost same distribu-
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the gas surface density, the gas density at the middle plane of the disc (z = 0) and the gas temperature at the middle plane of the disc.
x mark at the bottom of the image shows the galactic centre. The galactic disc rotates anticlockwise.
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